Chancellor sets probe for Sonoma

Sonoma State College Chancellor Glenn A. Dumke has ordered that Sonoma State College be investigated for alleged "unmanagement of campus day is a number of areas." Dumke has appointed a group of professors from his office headed by Thomas H. McGrath to study use of facilities, the faculty's teaching head, communication of courses, majority practices, fiscal management, and how the faculty organizations which run the cafeteria and the dorms are operating.

The investigation order came due to a citizens group called "Sonoma State College" a series of unsubstantiated charges against a variety of personnel. Gene Lindell, general manager of Napa Cooperative Creamery and chairman of the citizens' group, has said, "I'm very concerned about Sonoma State College. I think it's a great school, but I don't agree with some of their policies." He also said that, "If there's something going on against it, I think they're not doing it right.

Chancellor Dumke did not say he would follow the complaining, but sources report that the citizens group, which has nearly 80 members, would hand over a report of its findings this week. The citizen group has been contacted by the college's legal department, and the college has been referred to the state's attorney general for investigation. The citizen group's main concern is the lack of facilities on campus.

The campus has been in flux during the past academic year. The president, Ambrose H. Teeter, announced his resignation last February, saying, "I have found my visibility and effectiveness as a president for the institution steadily waning." Nicholas also said, "The campus scene has been marred by certain incidents which, in the current context of social and political affairs, have been more important and more significant than they seemed to be.

Duties start in fall for Dean Ericson

The dean for the new school of Communicative Arts and Humanities has been appointed and will take the position in the Fall Quarter.

Jon Meyer Ericson, 41, comes to this college from Central Washington State College where he served in such positions as Associate professor of Speech and Drama. Ericson was one of 71 applicants for the position. Dr. Kennedy was the first choice of the committee and the president.

Dr. Ericson holds a BA from Pacific Lutheran College, and an MA and PhD from Stanford University. He also served as an editor for the Western Speech Association's "Rhetorical Theory Newsletter." Dr. Kennedy praised the members of the Advisory Committee for their work. The Committee has most ably performed its assignment. I wish to thank each member on the advisory committee. Each assumed a heavy responsibility in an exemplary manner," Dr. Kennedy said.

Dr. Ericson will take his post Sept. 1 and assume administrative responsibility for the programs of nine departments including Art, English, Foreign Language and Linguistics, Graphic Communications, History, Journalism, Music, Philosophy, and Speech Departments.

The dean for the new school of Communicative Arts and Humanities has been appointed and will take the position in the Fall Quarter.

The dean for the new school of Communicative Arts and Humanities has been appointed and will take the position in the Fall Quarter.
**Free summer concert**

"One of America's rich heritages is the outdoor band concert," according to William V. Johnson, conductor of the Summer Band. This band will present an old-fashioned outdoor summer band concert in the college amphitheater on Friday, August 7, from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. The audience is invited to bring blankets, lawn chairs or any other paraphernalia that may make sitting on the lawn more comfortable. The amphitheater is located next to the college theatre and ample parking will be available in a nearby lot. In case of bad weather, the concert will be moved into the college theatre.

Describing the atmosphere that is hoped to be produced, Johnson claims, "The men and women of our summer band hope to momentarily relive the days of the Goldman Band and the Sousa Band, with a short, old-fashioned outdoor, informal concert at dusk on an afternoon in August."

This band is made up of high school students, faculty members, members of the community, and students enrolled in the Summer Quarter, most of which are members of the Symphonic Band during the normal academic year. Johnson says that "the public is invited; there is room for over a thousand people."

---

**New award for printers**

If you are the deserving student you could find yourself $1,000.00 richer next school year. An announcement of a new scholarship program has been made by college President Robert E. Johnson and H.S. Crocker Company President Richard N. Kauffman.

Known as the H. S. Crocker-Roland Memorial Scholarship, the annual award is being presented in memory of a long-time Crocker sales executive Roland Myer. The award will go to students or prospective students majoring in printing technology and management at this college with sons and daughters of the Crocker Company employees given preference.

Selection will be made on the basis of scholastic attainments, need, overall worthiness for the scholarship, and probability of the candidate being employed in the printing industry as a salesman, technician, or manager.

---

**Fate uncertain**

Already talk has been going around about the fate of the state colleges this fall. Many people are saying that last year's violence and disruptions won't happen again. We feel this is not true in view of recent actions taken by the state government.

Governor Reagan has cut back the budget to the state colleges. Many of the classes will be overcrowded. Some classes will be cancelled. Registration will be an even bigger hassle. Teaching positions will not be able to accommodate the increase in student enrollment.

Students have felt they are second-class citizens for some time—especially in San Luis Obispo where the cost of housing and food prices are much too high for students who barely have enough money to pay the college for registration and material fees. Housing costs are high and living conditions are deplorable in San Luis Obispo. Landlords are able to rent inadequate housing to students at an outrageous price because they know that the students have to have a place to live.

These community situations only compound the student dilemma. The measures taken by the governor will do no good cause trouble.

There will be no reprieve this coming school year for the people who have watched students throw rocks and National Guardsmen shout.

With the recent cut in the state college budget just in time to greet returning students and incoming freshmen, we doubt if there will be any student who does not feel the pinch. There will be a great many who will become angered, but college instructors will also be among the outraged.

We cannot condone violence but we can see the reasons for it and sympathize. It is hard to ignore what is being done to the student. We doubt that the students will.
EDITORIAL

Will they ever listen?

By the time the young people had come out of the meeting Councilman Miller invited them to the other side. The residents had given them a lesson in courtesy, fair play, and the democratic process that they will not soon forget.

The meeting began with the old townfolk just ignored the meeting grounds, but soon everyone there was a youthful speaker who knew what he was talking about. The meeting proceeded as usual, with statements from both councilman Miller and Graham. The meeting, which lasted nearly three hours, was concluded with statements from both councilman Miller and Graham.

One councilman and Myron Graham
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to meet in California coastal
diving site.

The meeting continued in a frightening direction when one speaker said, "Those dirty dog hitchhikers, if they'd live
like a white man..."

But one thing that's not very funny is the mentality
of some of those who are against hitchhiking. The
speaker said, "Those dirty dog hitchhikers, if they'd live
like a white man..."

The youth spoke of love and understanding, of
closing together and overcoming fear. It's too bad
nobody listened.

One lawyer stated that the proposed hostel would
be a good place for a young person, but the residents
wouldn't fit the situation. The
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MUSTANG FEEDBACK

How often do you lie?

Cheryl Pennin • Soc. Sci. "To protect myself. They aren't big...you know. A lie is bad when it hurts someone else."

Milt Dungen • P.E. "Well, I've got a screwball answer. I lie whenever it keeps me out of trouble. Oh, boy, what a loaded question!"

Pam Lambert • English "When I have to; to my parents. I'm really good at it, really good. I can really lie honestly, so it really affects."

Rich Jenkins • Business "Whenever it helps me get what I want. I'm a hedonist. White lies? I don't get into that."

Donna Beckwith • Soc. Sci. "I tend to lie when I think it is going to help benefit someone else. That's about the only time I do."

Phil Clark • Sociology "Confronting parents...yes, that's when...yes. Like on really ideological things they wouldn't dig...you give facts without giving all the facts."

Greta Treimel • Translator "Every time I open my mouth. No...to cover an embarrassment, to keep from hurting someone, or for personal advantage. I hate to lie for my own advantage."

Jerry Sanger • Ed. & Soc. Sci. "Under two circumstances. When I want to save someone from a painful experience, or when I want to save face. When you lie, you have to face it eventually..."

Mary Balatti • Child Dev. "Whenever it's necessary, or whenever I can get away with it. If you're not going to hurt anyone, I guess mostly to myself, believing what I want to..."

John Richardson • I.T. "Every time I don't tell the truth. You don't have to lie, you just don't have to tell the truth. Who knows what pure truth it?"

YOU CAN ADVERTISE ANYTHING IN MUSTANG CLASSIFIED
(WELL, ALMOST ANYTHING!)
THREE LINES FOR $.50

Hi Everybody!!
PARKING HEX LOOMS

PAST AND FUTURE PAINS

by WOODY GOULART
Continued from last week

You have learned that parking on campus did not pose too much of a problem during the years that the campus administration didn't forget.

Students began to rally for campus parking regulation when the number of articles written reached new heights. Governor Edmund G. Brown happened to be in town at the peak of campus fervor over writing rules. Governor and Mrs. Brown were met at the County Courthouse steps downtown San Luis Obispo by students seeking a union to the parking problem.

El Mustang reported April 13, 1963, "Governor Brown told an angry, jeering crowd of picketing students that he could see 'no real relationship between parking regulations and academic discipline at the state college.' He was referring to the 'three tickets and you're out' ruling which recently has students up in arms.

NEW CENSORSHIP

Due to the resulting controversy, with the Governor, this ruling was rescinded. The campus newspaper then printed any more articles on parking regulations. This brought the attention of El Mustang to this issue. Stories like these made the campus administration realize that the campus newspaper was not writing articles as they were intended. The campus newspaper began to print articles on other subjects as well.

President Robert E. Kennedy has recently announced the selection of this college as a newly elected member of the Western Association of Graduate Schools. Final action on its membership in the organization, which now has 78 member colleges and universities in the 13 Western States and Western Canada, was taken this past week following a meeting of the association held in Seattle recently.

The graduate schools association, which began operation in 1938, requires that its members have graduate programs in more than one academic discipline, have a formally organized administrative unit responsible for advanced degrees, and the fully accredited institutions.

President Kennedy said that the college has master's degree programs in agriculture, mathematics, applied mathematics, biological sciences, business administration, education, engineering, English, home economics, and physical education, and was reaccredited earlier this year by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges for a term of five years.

Presidents of the California State Colleges have agreed not to recess classes preceding the November elections.

The agreement came during a recent Council of Presidents' discussion of the Princeton Plan which has been adopted by certain institutions in addition to Princeton University. Under the plan, classes would be recessed for two weeks preceding the Nov. 3 elections as one means of permitting students to participate in the election process.

Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, who opposes the Princeton Plan, points out that the plan might entail legal and other problems.

No break for elections
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by CAROL BOWARDS

An establishment dog crossed at a crosswalk in a righteous fashion. The girl was surprised that this action had even registered with her, for she had already begun the mental struggle accompanying a day's work. She hadn't noticed it, but the dog walked games to get her mind most receptive to the idea. Today, she would slow down and make the boss happy. No, today she would work slow and make more money.

Possibly the finest thing about a job of this sort was that she could get through entire days without actually spending any time thinking about those things she was doing. First, covers could be ripped from the beds while pondering the identity crisis. Next glasses could be washed and "sanitized" while contemplating the search for understanding. Bathtub rings could be scrubbed away and the whole tub made to gleam while considering the validity of new movements sweeping the country. She found her job was radicalizing her. She became more and more attuned to the "hippies don't take bath" idea. The bathtub was the most disgusting thing in the room to clean.

All day middle class America passed before her. Families that left washcloths and towels neatly folded, beds partly made (making them no easier to strip) and keys laid neatly on the dresser. Families that left three bathtub rings, all eight towels and dirty, and soiled coke and beer cans scattered wildly. Remnants of orgies here and there.

"There were divorcées in mini-skirts staying over many days obviously on the prowl for men. Sometimes there were younger men attending agricultural conventions trying to make it with the maid. She, the maid, who had worked a full month without a uniform.

Thursday nite at the movies

Michael Caine stars in the mounting, thrill-a-minute, suspense suspense film, "The Ipcress File." Thursday night in the campus theater. The film, voted by film critics as one of the screen's finest mystery pictures, will have two showings, one at 7:30 and another at 8:30 p.m.

"The Ipcress File" deals with international intrigue that holds the audience in tight attention until the final fade out. Co-starring in the no-nonsense suspense yarn are Nigel Green, Guy Dolman, and Sue Lyon.

High pay...good spirit

Last Monday Cuesta College trustees voted to give the college a seven and one-half percent pay raise and other college employees a six percent increase. The faculty at the college was recently denied a five percent raise.

Trustee Alvin Rhodes said that Cuesta's way of handling salaries contributes to the high morale of the staff, and prevents Cuesta from the "destructive and wasteful annual silliness of negotiating salaries." "The spirit that dominates now is beyond anything we could buy for anything."

Dr. Frank Martinet, assistant superintendent of educational services, stated that in state community colleges an average of ten percent of the faculty leave each year for better jobs, while at Cuesta the turnover is less than two percent.

Finally, it was get a uniform or get fired, the girl just wasn't coming through that strong enough. The maid identity-caused some of middle class America to smile a bit condescendingly.

Some people left dirty notes about how the room wasn't really clean at all. How the glasses were dirty underneath their "sanitized" covers and so forth. These notes provoked the boss to chastise and threaten—usually taken very lightly by the maid.

She worked in one of those motels that will make your reservations from here to Tokyo. Good for both motel owners and those that want assurance of a clean bed and sanitized glasses and toilet after the next hectic, mind expanding day of sight seeing.

She usually cleaned seven rooms by noon. The time for "lunch" break (10 min.).

"Lunch" break meant gulping down a coke and lamington with the other maids over working conditions. On her more vicious days she could participate forcefully in these discussions. The other times she sat silently and felt remote to the petty trivialities of the discussions at hand.

One maid, Ann, was most into these discussions. She was a dyed-in-the-wool motel maid of forty years. Her back hurt like hell and she couldn't sit down for "lunch" break or stand up for more work. When she discussed the dirty bathtubs she was discussing her life. She paid 80 cents each month to get her to the motel and spent 46 minutes walking home each afternoon.

The girl's occasional attempts to put the whole situation of being a motel maid in a slightly humorous vein never reached her.

The girl thought a lot about lives like Ann's. She thought about lives like those of the men that worked at the motel. And she determined that hers would be like neither of these.

Maid's day is no joy
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Hayakawa touring Japan

SAN FRANCISCO—Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, president of San Francisco State College, leaves next week for a month-long tour of Japanese universities. The 52-year-old college president also will visit his parents.

Accompanying Hayakawa as an official guest of the Japanese government, will be his wife, Margaret.

The Vancouver-born English professor, author of a number of books on semantics, was elevated to the presidency of SF State in November, 1968, at the height of student dissent and violence over ethnic studies programs.
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Maid's day is no joy

We carry over 1200 periodicals, a large selection of paperbacks in fiction, science fiction, mystery, western, and family living.
Atascadero has a zoo

A few miles west of Atascadero there is a small park with a lake, picnic tables and a zoo. It's not a big zoo but if your thing is animals that's the nearest place to do it. Most of the animals seemed happy to have visitors. Being locked up in a cage can do that. Another good thing about the zoo is that it's free.
**San Jose prof denied tenure**

LOS ANGELES—Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke ruled this week that a San Jose State College electrical engineering professor—the husband of an avowed Communist—is not entitled to tenure.

In denying permanent faculty status to Asst. Prof. Jack Kurzweil, the 33-year-old husband of Bettina Aptheker, Dumke overturned San Jose State's Acting Pres. Robert W. Burns and a faculty grievance review committee.

Kurzweil's wife—better known as Mills Aptheker—received publicity when she revealed that she was a Communist in her student days at the University of California at Berkeley. She was active in the Free Speech Movement.

In San Jose, Dr. Kurzweil was quoted as charging that the tenure denial was based on "what they think my politics are."

Kurzweil, who by the decision must leave the 860-acre campus at the end of the 1970-71 academic year, said he plans to appeal the chancellor's edict to statewide appeals body and then to the courts if necessary. He said he also will ask the American Association of University Professors to intervene in his behalf.

Kurzweil's colleagues in the college's Electrical Engineering Department voted to grant him tenure, but professors in the School of Engineering—acting on the recommendation of the school's dean—voted against it.

An all-college committee on retention and tenure voted unanimously to grant Kurzweil permanent teaching status. But an appeal once recommended against the professor's retention, then reversed himself to vote in favor of it.

Dumke, in letters to Kurzweil and Burns announcing his decision, noted: "considerable difference of opinion at the various review levels." Newspaper reports indicated the chancellor declined to amplify the announcement of non-retention.

---

**Under a program initiated shortly after World War II, veterans have 10 years of basic eligibility from date of discharge to apply for guaranteed loans. The veteran also receives one year additional time for every three months of service. The law does not allow eligibility to extend beyond 20 years after the veteran's separation from active duty.**

Johnson added that veterans have proved to be good credit risks, paying off nearly four million loans in full, and defaulting on only about three per cent of their obligations.

More veterans are expected to apply for home loans in the next few years. Johnson urged eligible veterans interested in obtaining loans to contact their nearest VA office.

**Pesticide safety tips**


---

**San Jose prof denied tenure**

**Action stopped on ecology bill**

SACRAMENTO—Action on a coastline preservation bill of considerable interest to San Luis Obispo County ecologists and conservationists was postponed here this week because of the death of the mother of the Assembly measure's author.

Assemblyman Peter Wilson (San Diego) left California hurriedly when he received news of the death of 44-year-old Margaret Wilson in Delray Beach, Fla.

The bill, designed to preserve the scenic California coastline against destruction from real estate development, was in a 31-31 vote deadlock. The Assembly has expunged the vote and postponed consideration of the bill until Wilson returns.

The measure would divide the 1000-mile coastline into five regions. Local agencies within the regions, such as planning boards and city councils, would be required to submit plans for area development to the regional coastal board composed of five elected and four appointed officials representing all sectors of the public.
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The campus library has recently acquired four vintage volumes that are of eminent historical value to the college. These volumes of the original California Polytechnic School Board of Trustees from 1902-1908 were purchased from a local antique dealer. Bought for twenty-five dollars apiece, the volumes provide a complete historical register of the beginning years of this college. The Board's minutes reveal that 15 different sites for the newly formed California Polytechnic School were considered. Such sites as a land tract on the Maree estate south of the city of San Luis, a downtown site near the Southern Pacific Railroad depot, and several ranchlands were evaluated before the Board decided upon the present site of the campus.

At the January 7, 1906 Board meeting the Trustees moved to recommend that "our representatives in the Legislature be asked to introduce a bill providing no saloons be located within one mile of the school property." Today, a similar ruling is in effect, but its enforcement is not strictly carried out. The Trustees' meeting of May 21, 1907, provided an additional regulation from forces considered vital. "The Director's report contained some recommendations for the removal of houses of prostitution from close proximity to the school." A set of regulations affecting the government of the student body was submitted for action of the Board on January 23, 1908.

Much of the information contained in the four well-preserved volumes was previously known only to perhaps a handful of local old-timers with the creditable memories. The library archives will be the new home of the vintage journals, where the Poly students of today can take a privileged look into the yesterdays of this campus.

College Poll illustrates student dissatisfaction

Frustration may be added to dissatisfaction as many of the incoming students have never had their demands fulfilled, and so, by their way of thinking, progress has not been made. Black student leaders have made plans calling for increasing pressures on the college facilities for greater identity on campus, and separate attention in studies, financial aid, and social life. The black community on campus is polarizing itself, and this may be a particularly volatile subject this year.

Over half the college students of the nation are still dissatisfied with the way administrators are running the schools. In the latest College Poll conducted on over 100 college campuses this spring, more than 9 percent of the students expressed a negative attitude, of which, "Are you satisfied with the way your college is administered?" A little over 4 percent stated they were satisfied, while the balance had a neutral attitude.

Studies conducted in 1968 and 1969 have shown that as many as 1 percent of the students were satisfied. The students feel there is a pull back for their discontent. The raging tide of tuition is doing a great deal of the bitterness among the students. As the number of students rises, the quality of living conditions on campus is dropping. The dormitories are already overcrowded, and the cafeteria cannot handle the increasing numbers without losing food quality and service.

The poll revealed that progress is being made in some areas. A lowering of dorm rules and regulations is taking away some of the personal restrictions that have been placed upon students in the past. Faculty-student relations are working to eliminate inadequate and irrelevant courses from the students' curriculum.

It seems unlikely that progress will be made fast enough to suit some of the students. This fall, many high school militants will be arriving on campus with what may be termed a critical attitude toward college administrators.
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Surfers bask at Peco Creek

by JOHN FITZHANDOLPH

Thirty five ocean fresh miles up Highway 1 from Baywood Park, near San Simeon, the surf rolls in like thunder. The view is good, the sound is exciting, but the shape of the waves is the key.

Peco Creek is the spot. Surfers are called there because the geophysical conditions are good enough to create waves on days when other beaches offer nothing but fog and wind.

When Tony (he asked that his last name be withheld; he said he was a “great surfer”) originally planned his summer, he had Peco Creek in mind.

With 13 units (Political Science, American Revolution, Astronomy, Art), and his ring-making craft, he figured to make it there once, maybe twice a week.

But after four weeks of classes, his interest in scholarly pursuit gave way entirely to his fondness for waves and rings. He dropped all his classes.

“I just wasn’t getting behind it,” he explained, “I went the previous three quarters, I’d be ready again in the fall.”

Now, with the sanction—if not the blessing—of his lovely wife Pam, who works and enjoys her job, Tony drives his camper to Peco Creek three times a week.

“I’m In heaven. This is the first summer I haven’t worked. Pam is very reasonable in that way. She knows how much I enjoy making my rings and surfing.”

The trip up and back from Baywood Park, including

seven-foot-ten-inch surfboard, builds a driftwood fire if it’s cool there, slips into his wet suit and paddles to the waves.

“I used to go alone all the time,” he says, “but now I’ve found a friend who loves surfing as much as I.”

He stays in the water (a cool 60 degrees) two hours, takes a short break by the fire—if one is needed, though Tony claims San Simeon is a lot less foggy than Baywood and returns to the Pacific for another two hours.

“It’s an ego trip, a health trip, a death trip,” he relates, “It’s an ego trip because people on the beach, many who work nine to five, dig seeing the tanned guys surfing out there. You’ve got to turn just enough.”

“We make it up there, turn in the lip, and you join up across. I’m pretty frightening. ‘I love It, though,’ Tony says, ‘my rug gets a little feel’ing. He was seventeen when he first surfed, “It was a fat, that’s how it got started. It was baggies, surf chicks, beach boys. I bleached my hair blond.”

Then, in 1966, Tony quit surfing and “the scene.” He began again in March, 1969. “This time I really started, really got seriously interested. I had to relearn it.”

He lived in San Francisco then. He went to Santa Cruz at least once a week, where the surf was good, 180 miles round trip. “I’d be twice a week when I could.”

By his own account, it’s “damn good summer.” Twelve hours in the water each week—exactly. The number of units is dropped up by the month at Peco Creek.

So, as his beautiful and reasoning wife puts it, “Tony’s relaxed and happy this summer.”

His relationship with the waves, too, is peaceful. “You don’t fight with the waves. You like to cooperate with the waves.”

“Is there one more thing you’d want to say?”

“Yeah, for me, really, it’s more than the ego trip. For me, it’s just a little feeling,” he says, pointing to his strong chest, “I feel right here that that’s really what I want to do.”

Tony says the idea of competitive sports never appealed to him. Instead, he always enjoyed individual events like swimming and surfing; he didn’t worry, that way, about what the “rest of the guys on the team” were doing, and he still retained his excellent health.

“The death trip—that is frightening. For that second, you look down a good, six or seven foot wave, you push that inside rail just a bit. The rail digs, you’ve got to turn just enough.”

“Finally you make it up there, turn in the lip, and you join up across. It’s pretty frightening.”

“He was seventeen when he first surfed, “It was a fat, that’s how I got started. It was baggies, surf chicks, beach boys. I bleached my hair blond.”

Then, in 1966, Tony quit surfing and “the scene.” He began again in March, 1969. “This time I really started, really got seriously interested. I had to relearn it.”

He lived in San Francisco then. He went to Santa Cruz at least once a week, where the surf was good, 180 miles round trip. “I’d be twice a week when I could.”

By his own account, it’s “damn good summer.” Twelve hours in the water each week—exactly. The number of units is dropped up by the month at Peco Creek.

So, as his beautiful and reasoning wife puts it, “Tony’s relaxed and happy this summer.”

His relationship with the waves, too, is peaceful. “You don’t fight with the waves. You like to cooperate with the waves.”

“You like to have them be your friends.”
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How fit are you?

by PHIL GrahAM

Are you spending everyday of the week physically until you are? A matter that surely a lot of people should be aware of. Even so, some things can be run on the side.

Television commercials seem to always play up the fat, out of shape individuals. The government would like for each citizen to “own” their All-American waist. Anyone over the age of 60 can recall how easy young people used to be, today, compared to the age they were when young. I am sure that you have heard many facts, “1 mile per day is the safe distance per day.” You (anyone over 30) do not realize how easy it is to lose shape.

We have more exercise than we ever have of our own. Exercise alone is not the governing factor.

Besides, doing just about anything to burn up calories, I read an article not long ago, “It is a mile per day, for a day of exercise or two.”

A lot of people do not exercise. It’s no coincidence that they are also overweight people in our society. I say we should do as much as we can by doing easy exercise like walking up and down stairs.

If you do not believe me, call your favorite restaurant to see how many calories are put by the wayside. They are replaced with higher calorie substitutes both solid and liquid. Why is it that low fat foods never taste good? It’s understandable. Cottage cheese, mustard, green, rutabaga, and yogurt, to name a few, are not very appetizing dishes.

No one will deny that we all like to eat good food. I’m sure that those over 60 remember, and hate the abundance and variety of goodies, that are available in today’s supermarkets, they would eat up and then have their words for dessert.

The problem of calorie intake is certainly a number one hobby in the U.S. The Americans are known to have the most fat in the world. From fad to fad we develop a habit of putting anything in our mouths to be consumed. Our tastes have been replaced with higher calorie substitutes both solid and liquid. Why is it that low fat foods never taste good? It’s understandable. Cottage cheese, mustard, green, rutabaga, and yogurt, to name a few, are not very appetizing dishes.
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Budget cuts severely felt

(Continued from page 1)

full time equivalent students or 13,122 individuals. Kennedy said that the figures are arrived at through studying enrollment trends and projecting averages. He said that though it's possible for enrollment to climb over the projection through an unforeseen change in the trends, he will refuse to accept anymore students other than have been figured for the projection. He would do this in the fall, and the next year and the next or forever until this campus receives more permanent new facilities, or a new president.

Campus libraries throughout the state are already below national standards and are expected to become worse in the coming years. Some libraries are expected to have cut back on operation hours because of staff reductions. The survey points out that top-flight teachers and administrators from out of state will put the California system low for courses. Harry Harmon, vice-chancellor of the state colleges believes that the most ominous calculation that lies ahead is the current pattern of tight capital outlay funds. Harmon sees a lack of space for about 70,000 of the 285,000 students the state colleges were expected to enroll by 1976. According to Harmon for some colleges, the space shortage is painfully close.

Graduation for many will be slowed down. A Humboldt state spokesman said, "The student is not likely to find the courses he wants to take for the majors he prefers. This could slow down his progress. It could also force him into areas he did not intend to take." It is believed that the continuing juniors and junior college transfers will be the most seriously affected in the struggle for courses.

Harry Harmon, vice-chancellor of the state colleges believes that the most ominous calculation that lies ahead is the current pattern of tight capital outlay funds. Harmon sees a lack of space for about 70,000 of the 285,000 students the state colleges were expected to enroll by 1976. According to Harmon for some colleges, the space shortage is painfully close.

There are three ways out of the dilemma, according to Harmon, which are to get more money for construction, cut enrollment or get more use out of existing buildings. The first is not regarded as likely by college officials. The second is quite possible, though tenuous. And the third, said Harmon, is a "deceptive thing"—mainly because it nearly always comes back to a need for more money.

With the many problems facing the colleges, officials are worried about the retention of top-notch teaching personnel. The Legislature’s budget slashing years. Some libraries are expected to have cut back on operation hours because of staff reductions. The survey points out that top-flight teachers and administrators from out of state will put the California system low for courses. Harry Harmon, vice-chancellor of the state colleges believes that the most ominous calculation that lies ahead is the current pattern of tight capital outlay funds. Harmon sees a lack of space for about 70,000 of the 285,000 students the state colleges were expected to enroll by 1976. According to Harmon for some colleges, the space shortage is painfully close.
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